
Requirement for the erection and assembly of the ECObarrier 
 

1) Stabilisation of the soil conditions  

       Performance check by a local engineer based at the total  

       dimensions and weight of the barrier. 

 

Guideline filling ca 1,5—1,7 tonnes per m3 

 

2)  Strength of the galvanised construction. 

 Engineering performed by Aacoustics BV 
 

 

Lasting green solutions 

Eco barrier Erection  
Technical information 



Preparation work 

 

Secure a stabile underground condition f.e.: 

 concrete slabs 

 Stabilized granulate 

 Rocks/fixed soil conditions 

 
The stabilized granulate as a guide line will be 

approx a 20 cm overlap at both sides. The digged 

out soil can be re-used to fill the first part of the 

barrier. Also surplus from the granulate can be 

used to fill the barrier.  Apply the underground in 

different compressed layer 

In this situation full concrete plates are used in or-

der to be able to drill future cables underneath 

the barrier 
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Frame support in the granulate 

 

Make sure that every post of the frame is suppor-

ted by a concrete slab. In this sutuation the con-

tractor decided to have a full line of concrete 

slabs. 

 

 

 
 

Installation of the basic frame 

Eco barrier with coconut fibre as foundations layer 

Only supports underneath the posts 
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Erection of the frame: 

 
Erect the frames and use the temporary hooks in or-

der to achieve the correct distance. Frames up to  

4,0-5,0 m can be handled without the use of any 

equipment. 

 

 

 

 

Temporary hooks 

Built-up to 4-5 supports and after that install the net. 

The net is always produced out of 1x piece and nets 

up to ca  2,5-3,0 m can be handled manually.  

 

 

 

 

Heavy net of  4,0 m 

Green and entirely recyclable 

Installation of the net by hand. 

 

Each net is fixed by supplied pins towards the sup-

ports. At that moment the temporary hooks can be 

removed and used for the coming part. 

 

Guideline 3 persons instal ca 20—30 m2 per wor-

king hour 



Also visit our website 

at: 

 

www.aacoustics.nl 

Aacoustics BV 

Leerlooierij 2a 

4651 SM Steenbergen 

 

Phone    

Fax          

Email       

+31 (0)167 54 04 05 

+31 (0)167 54 04 06  

info@aacoustics.nl 

The supplied cocosnet+fleece (UV-stabilized) is ready 

for use in the correct dimensions. It is fixed towards the 

inside of the barrier by means of straps 

Life is  

better  

without  

noise 
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Immediatly also start the filling of the barrier with soil-

granulate in order to prevent any wind load at the 

empty barrier. Make also sure that the last final details 

are correct like all the pins in the same direction etcet-

era’s because when the barrier is filled nothing can be 

corrected anymore. Apply the soil-granulate in layers 

in order to prevent to much movement afterwards 

Fine tune all the details and fill the barrier with a small 

“overload” of soil in order to avoid sinking. If required 

the barrier can be planted intensively 

 


